I. INTRODUCTION
Liquid crystals are states of condensed matter with a level of ordering in between that of liquids, exhibiting shortrange positional order, and crystals that display long-range positional and rotational order.
1 A host of liquid-crystalline phases have been found in dispersions of highly anisotropic colloidal particles, such as rod-and plate-like ones, phases that have long-or quasi long-range order in some directions while they exhibit short-range correlations in others.
1 For example, dispersions of rod-like colloids, including fd virus, TMV, and DNA, are known to form (chiral) nematic liquid crystals at sufficiently high concentrations, in which the particles spontaneously align their principal axes along a common axis known as the director.
2- 5 Onsager 6 explained this spontaneous alignment theoretically by showing that long rods that interact via excluded-volume interactions self-organize into a nematic phase by optimizing the sum of translational and rotational entropy. Simulations on long rod-like particles have since confirmed this for spherocylinders and ellipsoids of revolution. [7] [8] [9] Computer simulations and density functional theory calculations have also shown that at sufficiently high densities a nematic-smectic-A phase transition occurs in dispersions a) sbrnaderi@gmail.com of monodisperse hard spherocylinders. 7, 8, [10] [11] [12] [13] Particles in the smectic-A phase form layers and exhibit quasi-long-range positional ordering along the director, while in the direction perpendicular to it they behave like a liquid. McGrother et al. 11 found that for spherocylinders with relatively small length to diameter ratios, L/D = 3.2, a transition directly from the isotropic to the smectic-A phase occurs. For larger aspect ratios, a nematic phase intervenes before the smectic-A phase appears at more elevated densities. Smectic ordering has been observed in solutions of monodisperse stiff rod-like particles, such as poly(γ -benzyl L-glutamate), silica rods, and TMV, [14] [15] [16] as well as in solutions of semi-flexible filamentous ones, e.g., fd virus. 17 Although both rigid and semi-flexible filamentous particles can form a smectic-A phase, theoretical and simulation studies have shown that increasing the particle bending flexibility shifts the concentration at which the nematic to smectic phase transition occurs to higher values, [18] [19] [20] [21] while it also decreases the smectic layer spacing. 18 The experimental observations of Dogic and Fraden, 17 who studied the nematicsmectic phase transition in suspensions of semi-flexible fd virus particles, confirmed this. Within a second-virial approximation, Hidalgo et al. 20 found from density functional theory calculation that for infinitely rigid rods the nematic-smectic phase transition must be of second order whereas for semiflexible particles the transition is a weakly first order one.
Particle bending flexibility not only influences the nematic-smectic phase transition but it also changes the Brownian kinetics of individual particles in these phases. The study of kinetics at the level of an individual particle in suspensions of colloidal particles has been made possible by the recent advances in experimental techniques, such as fluorescence microscopy. [22] [23] [24] [25] Lettinga et al. 25, 26 measured the self-diffusion of semi-flexible fd virus particles in isotropic and nematic phases. In qualitative agreement with simulations of hard spherocylinders 27 and ellipsoids, 28 they found that the ratio of the diffusion constant parallel to the director (D ) and the one perpendicular to it (D ⊥ ) increases as the nematic order parameter increases. In agreement with experiments, D initially increases and subsequently decreases upon reaching the nematic-smectic transition. 27, 28 The unusual self-diffusion of filamentous particles in the smectic-A phase has been the center of attention in computer simulations, theoretical studies and experiments. [29] [30] [31] [32] Lettinga et al. 29, 30 studied the self-diffusion of individual particles in a suspension of semi-flexible fd virus at concentrations for which a smectic-A phase is stable. The authors observed a hopping-type diffusion, in which fd particles mostly rattle around their equilibrium positions in a smectic layer and occasionally jump from one layer to another. Later, it was shown in a study based on dynamical density functional theory that this hopping-type diffusion is dictated by a temporary caging of particles by their direct neighbors that competes with the permanent self-consistent molecular field induced by all other particles. 30, 31 A similar type of inter-layer diffusion was observed in the smectic phases of monodisperse rigid rod-like silica particles and in this case, in contrast to the above mentioned experiments involving semiflexible particles, layer-to-layer diffusion was slower than the in-layer diffusion. 32 This indicates that particle bending flexibility may enhance the inter-layer diffusion and/or it may slow down the in-layer diffusion. In order to shed light on this we here report on molecular dynamics and Brownian dynamics (BD) simulations in which we probe the influence of bending flexibility on the self-diffusion of filamentous particles on both sides of the nematic-Smectic-A phase transition.
Before presenting our own simulations it is of interest to mention that simulation studies on the diffusion of parallel and of freely rotating hard spherocylinders in the smectic phase have confirmed that diffusion along the director is indeed of the hopping-type, while that perpendicular to it is typical of a dense fluid with a relatively fast relaxation dynamics. [33] [34] [35] Cinacchi and De Gaetani 36 investigated the mechanism of diffusion of stiff wormlike particles in the smectic-A phase by molecular dynamics simulations. For sufficiently long timescales, where the mean square displacement parallel and perpendicular to the director exhibits a diffusive behavior, the value of D was found to be smaller than D ⊥ . This is in agreement with experimental data on the diffusion of silica rods in the smectic-A phase, 32 but contrasts with findings on the diffusion of semi-flexible fd virus in the same phase. 29, 30 The difference again might be due to the flexibility of the fd virus, or alternatively it might be caused by the fact that silica rods in the experiments of Kuijk et al. 32 and wormlike particles in the simulations of Cinacchi and De Gaetani 36 have much smaller aspect ratios than fd virus. Pouget et al. 37, 38 performed experiments on aqueous dispersions of wild-type fd virus (fd-wt) and a stiffer mutant (fd-Y21M). The length, L, of both variants of fd virus is identical, approximately 880 nm, but their persistence lengths, L p , differ. Of the former, L p = 2800 ± 700 nm, while that of the latter, L p = 9900 ± 1600 nm, giving for the ratio L/L p values of 0.31 and 0.09. 37 The authors found that for both fd-wt and fd-Y21M in nematic and in smectic phases the ratio D /D ⊥ is much larger than unity, showing that it is not due to particle bending flexibility that in the smectic-A phase of fd virus D is larger than D ⊥ . Interestingly, for more rigid virus particles the value of D /D ⊥ decreases with increasing density in the smectic phase whereas it increases for the case of fdwt particles. The latter happens because for the more flexible particles D ⊥ decreases more strongly with increasing concentration than D does.
To get a more detailed insight in the influence of bending flexibility on the dynamics of particles in the nematic and the smectic-A phase, we embark upon a Brownian dynamics simulation study of rod-like particles. Our fused-sphere representation of the rods have an aspect ratio of 8.0 and length-overpersistence-length ratios of L/L p = 0.09 and 0.31, mimicking the flexibilities of fd-wt and fd-Y21M. With current computer power it is not quite feasible to also get the same aspect ratio as that of the virus particles. First, we carry out simulations in isobaric-isothermal ensemble in order to obtain the phase diagram of our particles that interact via a soft repulsive potential. Next, we run Brownian dynamics simulations and study the diffusion of single particles in the nematic and smectic-A phases. We find that by entering the smectic phase, the ratio of D /D ⊥ decreases for both values of L/L p and becomes less than unity for the case of the more rigid particles with L/L p = 0.09.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we describe our simulation model and the way we analyze our simulation data. Equilibrium properties and phase behavior of our filamentous particles at different values of pressure are discussed in Sec. III. In Sec. IV, we present our simulation results on the kinetics of the filamentous particles on both sides of the N-Sm-A transition. A summary of our work is given in Sec. V.
II. MODEL AND SIMULATION METHODS
We perform simulations using LAMMPS molecular dynamics package 39 with N = 4464 filamentous particles in the simulation box. Each of the particles is modeled as a chain made up of n = 17 spherical beads. Within a chain, adjacent beads are connected to each other via a harmonic bond potential of the form U bond (r) = k b (r − l b ) 2 , where r is the distance between the two beads, l b = 0.5 σ is the equilibrium bond length with σ being the bead diameter, and k b is the strength of the potential. To ensure a fixed bond length in our simulation, we choose a large value for the strength of bond poten- 
2 , where θ is the angle that is formed by the two bonds that link these three beads together and k a is the strength of the bending potential that determines rigidity of a filamentous particle. In the limit where n → ∞ and k b l 2 b /k B T 1, k a can be linked to the persistence length of a particle via a simple relation, L p = 2k a l b /k B T. 40, 41 We carry out our simulations with two values of contour length over persistence length ratio L/L p = 0.09 and 0.31, where L = (n − 1)l b . The total length of a particle is (n − 1)l b + σ , which in our simulations equals 9.0 σ . All beads, excluding those that are nearest-or next-nearestneighbors in a chain, interact with each other via the repulsive part of the shifted Lennard-Jones potential,
where is the strength of the interaction potential, which in our simulations is equal to the thermal energy, k B T, and r is again the distance between the centers of mass of the beads. We choose this potential to mimic the soft screened electrostatic repulsion between the charge-stabilized fd virus particles in the experiments of Grelet and collaborators. 42, 43 To obtain the phase diagram of our particles, we run simulations in the isobaric-isothermal (NPT) ensemble at different pressures, starting from an AAA crystal initial configuration. We incrementally expand the system from the highest pressure, P * = 5.0, to the lowest one, P * = 1.0, where P * is related to the actual pressure of the system, P, by P * = Pσ 3 /k B T. In each step, we first slowly decrease the pressure in a short simulation run of 10 5 simulation steps and after that we carry out a NPT simulation at the final value of pressure with 6 × 10 6 time steps. To control the temperature and pressure in our simulations, we make use of Nose-Hoover thermostat and barostat. See Sec. III for a discussion on the shape of our simulation box. To check for a potential effect of hysteresis in our simulations, we compress the system again after reaching the nematic phase at the lowest pressure tested. In all our NPT simulations, the linear dimensions of our simulation box can change independently, which allows the system to relax properly without unphysical effects due to the finite size of our system.
To study the dynamics of our particles in the nematic and smectic phases, we carry out BD simulations. Hence, we ignore hydrodynamic interactions that might be important. 26 We use the final state of a relaxed system obtained from a NPT molecular dynamics simulation at a given pressure as the initial state for a BD simulation at a particle density corresponding to that pressure. This way we make certain that the systems are relaxed at the given densities. Depending on particle density in the BD simulations, we choose a time step between 10 −3 and 5 × 10 −3 t * where t * is the unit of time, set by the self-diffusion constant of a single bead D b = σ 2 /t * and we run simulations for a total of 6 × 10 6 time steps. Our particles are made up of 17 beads, so in the free-draining limit of our simulations their self-diffusion constant is D = D b /17. 44 In our simulations, the self-diffusivities of the elongated particles along and perpendicular to their long axis are equal in the dilute (non-interacting) limit. We ignore the fact that these dilute-limit self-diffusion constants differ by a factor of two, to keep the computational complexity of our simulation code at a reasonable level. 44 The equilibrium properties and the dynamics of our system at different pressures and densities, we probe by computing (i) the pair-correlation function, g, (ii) the nematic order parameter, S 2 , (iii) the smectic order parameter, τ s , (iv) freeenergy barriers between layers of the smectic phase, (v) the bond orientational order parameter, 6 , (vi) the mean-square displacement of particles, and (vii) the self part of the Van Hove correlation function, G s . The pair-correlation function is calculated for the directions parallel and perpendicular to the nematic director. The former is defined as
where δ is the Dirac delta function, r ij is the distance between the beads in the middle of the ith and the jth filamentous particle,n is the nematic director, ρ = N/V is the particle density with V being the volume of the simulation box, and the angular brackets denote an ensemble average. The pair-correlation function perpendicular to the director is defined as
where is the Heaviside function and L is the length of a particle.
The nematic order parameter is a measure of the degree of orientational ordering of the particles. To calculate it, we first compute for each snapshot of our simulations the orientational order tensor with components given by
where α and β are x, y, z directions,ê i is a unit vector along the main body axis of a particle, which is defined along the line that connects the first bead to the last bead of the particle, and δ is the Kronecker delta. To obtain the nematic order parameter, S 2 , we calculate the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of this tensor. The largest eigenvalue is the nematic order parameter and the eigenvector associated with it is the nematic director. We compute the nematic order parameter and director by averaging over the nematic order parameters that are calculated for each simulation snapshot in simulation run, so we are time-averaging the order parameter. In the course of our simulation, we find the director not to fluctuate much. We also compute the smectic order parameter, which is a measure of positional ordering in the direction of the nematic director. It can be calculated by maximizing the following relation with respect to d:
where r j is the position of the jth particle and the smectic order parameter is defined τ s = max f (d). The smectic order parameter for each simulation is calculated by averaging over those computed for each simulation snapshot. In the smectic phase, the value of d that maximizes f (d) is the smectic layer-to-layer distance that we refer to as d sm . In this phase, there is a self-consistent molecular field that organizes particles in the smectic layers and therefore there is a free-energy barrier between the equilibrium layer positions. By calculating the probability of finding a particle at a position z along the nematic director, (z), we compute the free-energy barrier by using the following relation, βU(z) = −ln (z), where β = 1/k B T with k B the Boltzmann factor and T the temperature and ln denotes the natural logarithm. 29 To obtain a measure for the level of ordering within the smectic layers, we calculate the bond orientational order parameter, 6 , which is given by
where θ ij is the angle between the projection of r ij on the plane perpendicular ton and a fixed axis in this plane, r p = L/2 and r l = 1.35σ are chosen in such a way that only for the nearest-neighbors the product of the two Heaviside functions is non-zero. Again, for each simulation we calculate ψ 6 order parameter for each snapshot and take its average over all snapshots. Diffusion of particles in the nematic and smectic phase, we investigate by computing the mean-square displacement along the director, ( r(t) ·n) 2 , and that perpendicular to it, | r(t) ×n | 2 . Note that in our simulationsn does not change significantly over time (results not shown). In addition, we calculate the self part of the van Hove function, which is a measure of the probability of finding a particle at a given distance from its initial position, after a time interval of t. For the direction along the director, it can be defined as
where z i (t) = r i (t) ·n and for the direction perpendicular to the director, G ⊥ s , is given by
III. PHASE BEHAVIOR OF THE FILAMENTOUS PARTICLES
As mentioned above, we perform MD simulations in an isobaric-isothermal ensemble in order to obtain the phase diagram of our particles. To this end, we incrementally expand our simulation box starting from an AAA crystal in which N = 4464 filamentous particles are arranged in 16 layers along the z axis of the simulation box. We choose this type of elongated box to avoid unphysical correlations in the z direction, which is initially along the long axis of all particles. For both types of particles with L/L p = 0.31 and 0.09, we do expansion simulations in which we decrease the dimensionless pressure from P * = 5.0 to P * = 1.0. Next, we compress our simulation box by increasing pressure starting from the final snapshot of our simulations at the lowest value of the pressure in our expansion simulations.
Before proceeding with a detailed analysis of our simulations, in the next two paragraphs we first present in Fig. 1(a) the phase diagram resulting from our calculations for the two values of L/L p as a function of reduced pressure. As can be seen in this figure, the N-Sm-A phase transition occurs at a larger value of the pressure for the more flexible particles with L/L p = 0.31. The region in which the Sm-A phase is stable is also smaller for these particles. This is because at pressures larger than P * ≈ 2.6, the more flexible particles self-organize into a smectic-B phase in which the rods exhibit hexagonal ordering within the smectic layers. As we shall discuss later, in the smectic-B phase that these particles form the layers are randomly displaced with respect to each other, which causes the bond-orientational order parameter, ψ 6 a smectic-B phase has been observed between the smectic-A and columnar phases. 45 In contrast, for the more rigid particles, we also observe the smectic-B phase in a region between P * ≈ 2.0 and 2.5. However, increasing pressure to values larger than P * ≈ 2.5 results in arrangement of particles in layers with hexagonal ordering, which are not displaced randomly. Consequently, the value of ψ 6 is larger than zero in this case and therefore, because we cannot measure the long-range hexagonal order in our system due to the finite size of our simulation box, we conclude that the phase formed by the particles can be either a smectic-B phase or a crystalline one.
In Fig. 1(b) , the phase diagram is presented for our two values of L/L p as well as for rigid spherocylinders, i.e., L/L p = 0, as a function of reduced density, ρ/ρ cp , where ρ cp is the closed-pack density of our particles. The results corresponding to rigid spherocylinders we obtained from the simulation results of Bolhuis and Frenkel 8 for rods with the same aspect ratio as that of our particles. The black and purple lines are theoretical predictions for the nematic-smectic-A phase transition from the work of van der Schoot. 18 According to this theory, the nematic-smectic spinodal line is given by ρ = ρ r (1 + βLα 0 /L p ), where ρ r is the nematic-smectic-A transition density for rigid rods, β is a constant calculated in the work of van der Schoot 18 and α 0 ≈ 3/(1 − S 2 ) is related to the nematic order parameter, S 2 , of the rigid rods at ρ = ρ r .
The black and purple lines in Fig. 1(b) are obtained from the above mentioned formula with ρ r = 0.50, β = 0.0235, and S 2 ≈ 0.84 and 0.9, respectively. The value of S 2 = 0.84 corresponds to the nematic ordering of our particles with L/L p = 0.09 at the nematic-smectic transition and gives a quantitative agreement with our simulation data. S 2 ≈ 0.9 is the nematic order parameter that is equivalent to α 0 = 33 computed by Bladon and Frenkel 19 from the orientational distribution of rigid rods with an aspect ratio of 6 at ρ r = 0.51. For this value agreement is not as good but still semi-quantitative. In the remaining of this section, we focus attention on an in-detail analysis of the simulation data and measurement of nematic, smectic, and bond orientational order parameters.
To measure the level of orientational ordering in our simulations, we compute the nematic order parameter, S 2 , as indicated in Sec. II. Shown in Fig. 2 is S 2 as a function of P * for the two values of L/L p and for both our expansion and compression simulations. For all values of the pressure S 2 → 1, which shows that particles are almost perfectly parallel in our simulations. At high pressures, the values of the nematic order parameter obtained from our expansion simulations are lower than those from the compression simulations. The discrepancy is presumably caused by the fact that we start from an AAA crystal structure, which is not necessarily the equilibrium crystalline structure for our particles at that pressure. 8 By looking at the snapshots of our expansion simulations at high pressures, we find that the particles in the layers are slightly tilted with respect to each other (reminiscent of the smectic-C phase), which results in a smaller value for the nematic order parameter. This is also why there is a jump in the value of S 2 at P * = 2. sures and elimination of the tilt that is observed at higher pressures.
The reason why we started from an AAA crystalline structure is that we initially aimed at investigating whether the internal flexibility of particles can force them to self-organize into a columnar phase rather than a smectic-A phase. In agreement with the simulations of Veerman and Frenkel, 46 we find that for sufficiently small systems a meta-stable columnar phase does indeed form (results are not shown), but for the large systems that we study here no stable columnar phase presented itself.
As discussed above, the value of S 2 is close to unity for all the values of pressure between P * = 1.0 and 5.0. In order to find out what is the highest pressure at which the nematic phase is stable, we calculate the smectic order parameter, τ s , as described above. Shown in Fig. 3 is τ s as a function of the dimensionless pressure P * and the dimensionless density ρ/ρ cp for the two values of L/L p = 0.31 and 0.09, where we first expand our system from P * = 5 to 1 and then cycle back to a value of 5. Here, ρ is the average number density of particles at a given pressure and ρ cp is the close packing density of spherocylinders, which is given
, where L/D = 8 is the aspect ratio of our particles. For the case of the more flexible particles with L/L p = 0.31, the N-Sm-A phase transition occurs at higher values of pressure and density. This is in agreement with theoretical predictions, 18, 21 simulations, 19 and experiments. 17 From the behavior of the smectic order parameter as a function of pressure, one could argue that the N-Sm-A transition for our particles is of the second order. However, we also observe that there is hysteresis in our simulations: the dependence of the particle density as a function of the pressure in the compression part of our simulations differs slightly from that in the expansion part (data not shown) as does the smectic order parameter shown in Fig. 3 , which is an indication that the transition must be of the first order. Therefore, from our simulation results we cannot determine the order of this transition. The smectic layer-to-layer distance, d sm , is another quantity of interest. Shown in Fig. 4 is d sm as a function of smectic order parameter, τ s , for the two values of L/L p investigated. For the more flexible particles, d sm has a smaller value any given τ s . This is because the effective (projected) length of these particles is smaller than that of more rigid particles due to particle flexing. Therefore, these particles form shorter layers especially at relatively low densities at which there is more space for undulations within the smectic layers. As the density increases, the particle-particle spacing within the lay- ers becomes smaller and the effective length of particles increases, which leads to an increase in the value of d sm . In our simulations, for the more flexible particles d sm initially increases with increasing τ s and after reaching a maximum value it decreases again, whereas for the case of more rigid particles it decreases monotonically. We note that d sm becomes slightly smaller than the optimal length of an isolated, L, at high pressures for both values of L/L p . This is because our particles are made up of beads that are connected via harmonic bonds and, although the strength of the harmonic bonds is large (k b = 50 k B T/σ 2 ), particles at high pressures compress along their principal axis and form slightly thinner layers.
Particle flexing and undulation can also influence the level of ordering of particles within the smectic layers. To investigate this, we compute the bond orientational order parameter, ψ 6 , which is a measure of hexagonal ordering in the direction perpendicular to the director. For a perfect hexagonal lattice, ψ 6 = 1, and for a system with no hexagonal order, ψ 6 ≈ 0. The bond orientational order parameter for the two values of L/L p are shown in Fig. 5 for both our expansion and compression simulations. The results of our expansion simulations show that the value of ψ 6 is smaller for the more flexible particles with L/L p = 0.31 than those for which L/L p = 0.09. Moreover, in our expansion simulations, the value of ψ 6 for more rigid particles vanishes at lower values of the pressure (and density) compared to that of the more flexible ones showing that particle bending flexibility reduces the level of hexagonal ordering. Under recompression of the more rigid particles, we observe that ψ 6 attains a lower value at a given pressure compared to that of the expansion simulations, which is probably due to the fact that in the expansion simulations we start from a lattice with perfect hexagonal ordering. As we alluded to above, this is not a stable configuration even at the highest pressure tested. Here, our finding of hysteresis is also an indication that the smectic-A to smectic-B phase transition must be of first order. Our simulations show that for P * > 2.5 corresponding to densities ρ/ρ cp > 0.59 the more rigid particles self-organize into a phase where both ψ 6 and τ s are non-zero. This phase may be a crystalline phase with long-range positional order or a smectic-B phase. Due to finite size of our simulation box we are not able to distinguish between these two phases. Surprisingly, when we compress the nematic phase of the more flexible particles, the value of the ψ 6 order parameter is always very small even at the highest pressure, P * = 5.0, suggesting a smectic-A rather than a crystalline phase. To further investigate this, we calculate the pair correlation function within the smectic layers, g ⊥ (r). Shown in Fig. 6 is g ⊥ that is measured for the compression simulation at P * = 5.0. The first peak in g ⊥ appears at R 1 ≈ 1.15 and the second and third peaks appear at 2R 1 and √ 3R 1 , respectively, showing that within the smectic layers the particles exhibit hexagonal ordering. This is characteristic of the smectic-B phase that has also been found in other similar studies by Cinacchi and De Gaetani 47 on shorter (semi-)flexible filamentous particles, although ψ 6 was larger than zero for what the authors call the "crystal (smectic-B) phase." Here, we find that particle bending flexibility favors the smectic-B phase against the crystal phase, which is in agreement with very recent experiments on wild-type fd virus and its more rigid mutant. 48 The reason why we do not see the hexagonal ordering in the ψ 6 order parameter is because the layers of hexagonally ordered particles are randomly displaced with respect to each other and therefore the contributions of layers to exp(6iθ ij ) in Eq. (6) cancel each. To pinpoint for what pressure the hexagonal ordering starts to increase, we calculate the ψ 6 order parameter for each layer of the smectic phase separately and after that compute its average over all layers. The results are shown in Fig. 7 . As shown in this figure, the transition from smectic-A to smectic-B phase occurs at a pressure of approximately P * = 2.7 with an averaged in-layer order parameter ψ 6 of 0.28. By comparing the values of averaged in-layer ψ 6 in Fig. 7 and τ s in Fig. 3 we find that for the case of particles with L/L p = 0.31, the smectic-A phase is stable approximately between P * = 2.4 and P * = 2.7 corresponding to average densities between ρ/ρ cp = 0.57 and ρ/ρ cp = 0.61. 
IV. DYNAMICS ON BOTH SIDES OF N-Sm-A PHASE TRANSITION
As alluded to in Sec. I, recent experiments on wild-type and mutant fd virus show that the ratio of diffusion constants of the particles parallel, D , and perpendicular, D ⊥ , to the director increases with increasing density for the case of more flexible wild-type fd from the nematic phase entering the smectic-A phase whereas it decreases for the more rigid mutant. Inspired by this, we rely on Brownian dynamics simulations starting from the last configurations obtained from our compression MD simulations presented in Sec. III in order to study the kinetics of particles on both sides of the N-Sm-A phase transition.
In the smectic phase, long-time diffusion of particles along the director is dictated by the free-energy barriers resulted from the periodic self-consistent molecular field in this direction. 31 To see how the free-energy barrier varies as a function of density, we calculate this quantity using the method that we described in Sec. II. The free-energy barrier, U(z), is shown in Fig. 8 at four values of the reduced pressure, P * , and for the two particle bending flexibilities corresponding to L/L p = 0.31 and 0.09. For both types of particle, U(z) ≈ 0 at the lowest value of the pressure that corresponds to a nematic phase. As expected, in the nematic phase particles do not feel a periodic self-consistent field along the director. In the smectic phase, the barrier height increases with increasing pressure (or density). The height of the barrier in the smectic-A phase ranges from 0.7 k B T to 2.7 k B T for the more flexible particles and from 2.1 k B T to 4.0 k B T for the more rigid ones. The barrier heights obtained from the smectic phase of fd virus range between 0.66 k B T and 4 k B T. 29, 38 The presence of potential barriers along the director in the smectic-A phase leads to a heterogeneous kind of dynamics in this direction discussed in the Introduction. Particles in the smectic phase mostly rattle around their equilibrium positions in layers and from time to time they overcome this potential barrier and hop from one layer to another. The concomitant heterogeneous dynamics that is the result of this can be quantified by considering the self part of the Van Hove function along the director, G s . Shown in Fig. 9 is G s (z) at time t = 1000t * and at three values of reduced pressure for the two types of particle with L/L p = 0.31 and 0.09. As can be seen in Fig. 9 , the hopping-type diffusive motion alluded to above between the layers presents itself as peaks in G s (z). The peaks appear at multiples of the layer spacing, which is usually very close to one particle length. As the height of the free-energy barriers increases with increasing the pressure it becomes more difficult for particles to overcome the barriers and therefore the probability that a particle engages in an inter-layer jump decreases. On the other hand, for larger values of the barrier height particles are more confined to their layers, i.e., the width of the barriers decreases with increasing pressure (see Fig. 8 ), which causes the peaks in G s to be sharper at higher pressure.
Again, our aim is to investigate the influence of bending flexibility on the dynamics in the smectic-A phase. To do so, we cannot straightforwardly compare our simulation results for the two values of L/L p at the same pressure (or density), because, as we showed earlier, the pressure range at which these particles self-organize into a smectic-A phase differs. Even if there is an overlap between the two ranges, the smectic order parameters would still be different at equal pressure. Therefore, for a sensible comparison we present in Fig. 10 results of our simulations with the stiff and less stiff particles at the same value of the smectic order parameter. Shown in the inset of Fig. 10 lation functions G s virtually superimpose other showing that the kinetics of both types of particles along the director is very similar. Within the smectic layers, however, the more flexible particles move around much more slowly than the rigid ones do. We attribute this to particle undulation effects that cause more flexible particles to be effectively bulkier in the direction perpendicular to their principal axis, which means that they have less free space to move within a layer.
The difference between the diffusion of the particles in the directions parallel and perpendicular to the director can also be quantified by measuring the long-time diffusion constants in these directions. To measure the diffusion constants, we first obtain the mean square displacement of the particles, MSD(t), along and perpendicular to the director. Shown in Fig. 11 is the MSD(t) above for particles with L/L p = 0.31 and 0.09 at the pressures P * = 2.65 and 1.7. As we expect, the MSD(t) parallel to the director obtained from these simulations match at short and long time scales. There are three regimes in this direction that can be discerned from Fig. 11 , a short-time regime in which the particles in the layers do not feel the presence of any of particles in the neighboring layers, an intermediate regime in which diffusion is suppressed by the self-consistent molecular field in the smectic phase and finally a long-time regime where particles jump between the smectic layers and exhibit again the usual diffusive behavior.
For the in-layer MSD(t) perpendicular to the director, we identify a liquid-like behavior with two regimes: a regime where particles are caged by the neighboring particles within their layers and their diffusive motion is slowed down, and a regime in which particles hop from one cage to another resulting in a faster long-time diffusion. The short-time diffusion regime is lacking here due to the smallness of the lateral cage. Again, as we expect from what we found from the van Hove function, the long-time diffusion of more rigid particles is faster than that of the more flexible ones. In the first,"caging" regime at shorter times, however, the more flexible ones travel faster presumably because the cages formed by the more flexible particles are effectively "softer" due to particle flexing.
From the long-time behavior of MSD(t), we calculate the long-time diffusion constant of particles parallel, D , and perpendicular, D ⊥ , to the director. Our results are shown in Fig. 12(b) . These values are in remarkable agreement with those computed from the long-time behavior of MSD(t) for both the rigid and the more flexible particles.
We furthermore find that for the two particle flexibilities the values of D /D, D ⊥ /D, and D /D ⊥ at the nematicsmectic transition do not change significantly with flexibility, and D /D ⊥ decreases with increasing density and entering the Sm-A phase. Our finding is in contrast with the experimental observations on wild-type and mutant fd virus particles, where D /D ⊥ increases with density (and hence pressure) after entering the smectic-A phase for the more flexible wildtype fd virus particles. The discrepancy might be due to the small aspect ratio of our particles compared to that of fd virus or the impact of hydrodynamic interactions that we ignore completely.
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V. CONCLUSIONS
We carried out molecular and Brownian dynamics simulations, and studied the influence of particle bending flexibility on the equilibrium properties and dynamics of dispersions of filamentous particles at different densities. Motivated by recent experiments on fd virus particles, we did our simulations for persistence lengths corresponding to those of wild-type and mutant fd virus particles. By measuring the nematic, smectic, and bond-orientational order parameters, we located the density at which our particles self-organize into nematic, smectic-A, smectic-B, and/or crystal phases.
In agreement with theoretical predictions, we find that the N-Sm-A phase transition density is shifted towards larger values for the more flexible particles. We also find that particle flexibility changes the smectic layer-to-layer distance as a function of density. For the more rigid particles, it decreases monotonically with increasing density whereas for the more flexible ones it first increases and after that decreases. We attribute this to thermal undulations of the more flexible particles that are suppressed at higher densities. Moreover, the more flexible particles at sufficiently high densities selforganize into the smectic-B phase in which particles within the smectic layers exhibit hexagonal ordering yet the corresponding hexagonal lattice is displaced randomly from one layer to another. For the more rigid particles, the hexagonal lattice of each layer is almost aligned with the next one and in this case we cannot distinguish between smectic-B and crystal phases.
Our simulations on the dynamics of these particles in the smectic-A phase show that both types of particle exhibit a hopping-type diffusion between the smectic layers. We show that at densities that both types of particle have the same value of the smectic order parameter, their diffusion along the director is very similar but more flexible particles move slower in the direction perpendicular to it. We also see this in the longtime behavior of the mean-square displacement of the particles in these two simulations. At relatively short time scales, where caging of particles by neighbors predominates the kinetics, the more flexible particles move about faster. We attribute this to the particle flexing that presumably cause the cages formed by neighbors of each particle to be effectively "softer."
Our results on the diffusion of particles shows that particle flexibility does not change the diffusive behavior on both sides of the N-Sm-A transition significantly and for the both stiff and more flexible particles the ratio of D to D ⊥ decreases with entering the Sm-A phase.
